BecaFest 2007!

Brought to you by all the fine folks of the BECA Department,
Professor Hun Yul Lee & Professor Jeff Jacoby, BecaFest Chairs, Sabrina Jacobs, Producer

You are cordially invited to enter your work for consideration in BecaFest 2007

Submission Guidelines
Any work (for class or not) created from Spring semester '06 through Spring semester '07 is eligible. Submissions MUST be in the box by April 23rd at 4 PM. Submissions may be left in the marked box in The Cage during open hours. Video material must be submitted on playable DVD (no data files, please) Audio material must be submitted on playable CD (no data files, please) Include the entire program, and label your work with title & name. Include the form for each entry (included with this email), and place media & form in an envelope. You may enter in as many categories as you wish, as many times as you wish. Winners will be notified and may be asked to edit any work over 5 minutes for the show. Direct questions to Sabrina Jacobs, Producer <madiia@hotmail.com>

The Categories (choose one for each entry)
Video
Documentary
Short Feature
Music Video
News Package
TV Spot / PSA
Video Art (experimental)
Write-in category
Audio
Original Radio Program
Sound Design / Audio for Video
Radio Spot / PSA
Music Recording
Sound Art (experimental)
Write-in category

BecaFest Information
When: Wednesday evening, May 16, 6-8 PM (show begins at 6 PM sharp)
Where: TBA, Creative Arts Building, SFSU
What: A celebration of BECA student work. Dress casual, tuxedo or costume.
Why: Because you know you want to!
Submission Form, BecaFest 2007

Name:

Email:

Category entered:

Title of show:

Length of show:

Other entries in different categories? (Y or N):

Anything else you wish us to know: